The new module generation: highly efficient and profitable.

Hareon Solar modules are highly convincing:
strong, reliable power at an attractive price.
For ensured return optimisation of your PV systems.

Gainful
partnership

Production at
western standards

TRITEC and Hareon Solar have formed a gainful part-

The production of Hareon solar modules distinguishes
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itself by means of the quality of machines applied in
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addition to quality controls. Each module undergoes
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an electroluminescence test before and after laminating. Furthermore, the flasher by an US manufacturer

Hareon Solar stands for great know-how in module

is regularly calibrated using a reference module cert-

production and has set ambitious targets for growth.

fied by the VDE association.

In order to reach them, Hareon trusts in reliable partners such as TRITEC.

As a final step the completed modules pass through
direct on-site TRITEC quality management. TRITEC

TRITEC stands for the quality of its products. Therefore it relies exclusively on convincing products by
reliable partners.
The result: Highest efficiency and profitability combined with Swiss quality assurance.

guarantees the highest quality.

Vertically integrated
PV manufacturer

Convincing
products

Hareon Solar is a solidly positioned high-growth

With products at attractive prices and a convincing
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15.2 percent, they are highly powerful. Apart from
that, the Hareon Solar modules feature a peak power

Constantly optimised manufacturing processes, qua-
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lity controls and a reliable service from ordering right
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up to products delivery – this is how Hareon Solar
ensures good customer relations.

The PV modules comply with the norms of all important test institutes: IEC 61215, IEC 61730, CE,

The headquarters of Hareon Solar Technology Co.,

UL Listed, CEC, VDE, RoHS, ISO 9001, ISO 14001,

Ltd. are located in Jiangyin, the province of Jiangsu in

TÜVdot-COM-ID: 0000026038.

Eastern China. In June 2009 the Hareon Solar GmbH
was founded in Ismaning near Munich.
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